
Stata Tutorial IV:  Exercise 

Tables 

1) Download and use the new version of “COVID19.dta” 

2) Run separate regressions September 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021, to explain the number 
of confirmed COVID-19 cases for each of the days.  You decide which explanatory 
variables to include and what functional form.  [Note:  If you log confirmed, add 1 first 
to avoid log of zero.]  Use the same specification for both days. 

3) Repeat this exercise (looking at the same two days) to explain the number of COVID-19 
deaths.  The specification can be different.  [Note: if you want to use a lagged value of 
confirmed, you will need to create a country id number (use encode) and then xtset 
the data.] 

4) Create a table of descriptive statistics for one of your regressions (you pick).  First make 
text file using Stata, then copy & paste from that file into Word.  Adjust tab stops to 
produce a nice table. Sample code (replace var1 var2, etc.): 

quietly reg var1 var2… if date==date("September 1, 2020","MDY") 
asdoc su var1 var2… if e(sample), save(Table1.doc) replace title("Table 1: Descriptive Statistics") 

 

5) Create a table of correlations for variables for one of your regressions (you pick).  Same 
steps as above.  Sample code: 

quietly reg var1 var2… if date==date("September 1, 2020","MDY") 
asdoc corr var1 var2… if e(sample), save(Table2.doc) replace title("Table 2: Correlation") 

 

6) Create regression table with 4 columns of regression results. 
Try to produce a “clean” table just using the esttab command: 

• Include title for table 
• Keep just coefficients you want to report (e.g., don’t report the constant term or 

regional dummies) 
• Label coefficients with more intuitive variable names in table.  For example: 

 Instead of “lnGDP”, “log of GDP” 
 Instead of “L30.lnconfirmed”, “log of confirmed cases, 

previous month” 
• In addition to # observations at bottom of each column, include the R-squared. 
• Use stars to indicate statistical significance: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
• Add notes that explain what each column is 

 Definition of dependent variable 
 More detail on independent variables if needed 
 What variables are included but not reported 
 What levels of statistical significance the stars (*) indicate 

• Eliminate any unwanted elements, clutter (e.g., extra text), etc. 
• Copy & paste from that file into Word & adjust tables columns.  Group columns: 

two on # cases, two on # deaths  



Helpful Stata commands for Tables 
reg regression 

quietly pre-fix command that suppresses output 

asdoc* …, … creates simple tables easily 

estimates clear clear estimates (especially useful in case of error) 

estadd** adds stuff to estimates for esttab to use 

esttab** …, … displays table of estimates on screen 

esttab** … using XX.txt, … create table of estimates in text file named XX.txt 

 options: replace permission to replace existing file 

nogaps eliminate blank lines 

tab separate columns with tabs (useful for Word Docs) 

nonotes suppress standard table notes 

addnotes(…) add your own notes 

star(…) define significance levels for stars 

mlabel(…) label models (columns); to drop: mlabel(none) 

eqlabel(…) label equation; to drop:  eqlabel(none) 

coeflabel(…) define display labels to replace variable names 

scalars(…) adds stats under columns (e.g., “N_clust Countries”) 

drop(…) drop listed coefficients from table 

keep(…) keep only listed coefficients in table 

order(…) specifies order in which coefficients appear 

varwidth(…) # spaces allowed for variable names 

modelwidth(…) # spaces allowed for coefficient columns 

title(…) table title 

t z se p ci what statistic to report; choose 1; t is default 

r2 adds R-squared 

obslast end-of-column statistics: reports N last, not 1st 

 

* User written command:  download using   ssc install asdoc 

**User written command:  download using   ssc install estout   



Graphs 
Make sure the name each of the graphs below so they don’t get replaced by the next graph. 

Graph1:  Make a graph to identify which countries have particularly good and bad COVID-19 
survival rates.  Do this by running a bivariate regression for a particular date, then plotting the 
regression line and the data points.  Label a few of the data points with country names for the 
best and worst performers (i.e., farthest above and below the regression line) and for the United 
States. 
Hint:  After running the regression, use avplot command with option mlab(…).  To label 
countries selectively, create a new variable that only includes country names for the countries 
you want to label and use that in mlab(…).  To figure out which countries are the extremes, 
create a variable equal to the observation number (which is given by _n) and use that in 
mlab(…) to pick out the relevant numbers. 

Hint 2:  If you choose a log specification, you may want to look only at countries that report 
some deaths (i.e., if deaths>0) 

Graph2:  Do this again but controlling for the age of the population (percent65plus). 

Graph3:  Make a scatter plot with urbanization on the X-axis and lnconfirmed (log of 1 + 
confirmed COVID-19 cases) on the Y-axis.  Include April 15, 2020 and September 24, 2020, 
in different colors.  Size the dots based on country population, make them partly transparent, 
and label the United States.  Place the legend inside the plot area at the bottom (clean up the 
legend as needed), label axes, and include a title. 

Graph4:  Make a pair of histograms comparing the distribution of (log of) COVID-19 cases by 
country on April 15, 2020 and September 24, 2020.  Make a combined graph that stacks the 
histograms, using common X and Y axis scales across the two plots.  You will need the 
hist and the graph combine commands. 

Graph5:  Instead of stacking these, overlay them in the same graph (using partial transparency to 
the one on top doesn’t block the one behind it).  Use twoway with plot types hist to make 
this; place the legend in an open space inside the plot area. 

Graph6:  Pick a particular date and run a regression to estimate the following model: 

ln𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ln𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 ln𝐺𝐺𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3%65𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽4%65𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖2 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 

Graph how ln𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑠𝑠 varies with population age (%65𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠) holding other factors constant; 
include a confidence interval in the graph.  After running the regression, use the margins 
command with the at(…) option; then use the margins plot command to create the 
graph.  To recast the confidence interval as an area, use the recastci(rarea) option and 
adjust that confidence interval’s features using ciopts(…). 

Hint:  margins can be finicky so it would be a good idea to save the data set (save tmp, 
replace) before you start this so you can reload the data if you start getting strange error 
messages (e.g.,                      ). 
Hint 2:  percent65plus runs from 1 to 28 in the data so your at option could be 
at(1(1)28) to have the graph run from 1 to 28 in steps of 1.  If you want a smoother graph, 
reduce the step size (e.g., to .25). 

  



Helpful Stata commands for Graphs 
avplot var1 Added variable plot (partial regression) 

 options  mlab(var2)   label marker with value in var2 

mlabpos(clockposition) position of label, clock format 

title("…")   title printed at top of graph 

name(…,replace)  name of graph 

hist var     histogram: frequency distribution of values of var 

options  norm     include normal distribution 

twoway (hist xvar…,…)  histogram plot; can be layered with other plots 

twoway (scatter yvar xvar…,…) scatter plot; can be layered with other plots 

 options  [aweight=var]   scale bubbles by value of var 

graph combine graph1 graph2… combines existing graphs, side-by-side or stacked 

margins       simulations using last estimation 

options  atmeans    X variables values to their means 

at(var=(#(#)#))   variable to particular values 

noatlegend   suppress printing of some output 

marginsplot    plot results of last margins command 

options  plotopts(…)   reformat predicted line 

recastci(rarea|rline) reformat confidence interval 

ciopts(fcolor(…%#) lcolor(…%#)) options for reformatting 

coefplot*     Create plots of coefficient estimates & CIs 

 
 
 
*User written command:  download using ssc install coefplot 


